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Cyberspatial Mechanics
Jay S. Bayne, Senior Member IEEE
Abstract—This paper summarizes an analytic approach to
describing the performance of cyberphysical systems (CPS),
networked information systems responsible for the real-time
governance of physical processes. In particular, we describe
the dynamics of objects that interact in cyberspace. The
approach is based on a cyberspace-time reference framework
comprising three spatial domains plus time. The spatial
domains include geospatial, infospatial and sociospatial
references, the latter describing relationships among sovereign
enterprises (rational agents) that choose to organize and
interoperate for mutual benefit through transactions in both
geospatial and infospatial domains. Of particular interest are
notions of timeliness and value in cyberspace, especially as they
relate to the real-time governance of physical processes and
engagements with other cooperating CPS. Our interest, as
with celestial mechanics, is in the formation and evolution of
cyberspatial objects (stars) and the federated systems
(galaxies) they form.

decisions at rational sociospatial endpoints governing the
states and behaviors of geophysical processes. In Figure 1
two CSO operating on behalf of CPS[n] and labeled Pni and
Pnj interact in a region of cyberspace. They affect each
other’s behavior through exchanging and responding to
messages. Each CSO occupies a specific location {G,I,S} at
a point in time, has a unique identity and sustains itself by
offering services characterized by quantifiable value
propositions.

Index of Terms—Cybernetics, cyberspace, cyberspace-time,
identity management, enterprise governance, command and
control, real-time, distributed computing.

I
INTRODUCTION
Cybersphysical systems (CPS) are internetworked
information systems responsible for governance of physical
processes. Examples include autopilots in aircraft, air
traffic management systems, industrial process control
systems, civilian emergency management systems and
military command and control systems. The identity and
behavior of such systems are defined at the intersection of
information, geophysical and social domains—in a word,
cyberspace. Cyberspace is the operational domain in which
actors, both human and synthetic, form social networks
(enterprises or value webs) for the purpose of survival and
growth (viability) through the exchange of information,
goods and services.
The engagement medium is
simultaneously physical (tangible, real) and present in
geospace (G), informational (logical, virtual) and present in
infospace (I), and social (organizational, governmental) and
present in sociospace (S).
A CPS provides services to its environment through one or
more rational agents or cyberspacial objects (CSO).
Messages are the means for one CSO to exert force on a
another CSO. Messages flow through infospace to affect

Figure 1 - Interacting Cyberspatial Objects
Relations among cooperating CSO are established (bound)
either statically (a priori) or dynamically as required. If
dynamic, binding is accomplished by means of a trading
protocol, in which consumers ask for services and producers
respond with bids. The consumer subsequently accepts the
bid that satisfies the value proposition underwriting its
service request (ask). Following static or dynamic binding
the selected producer completes the request by delivering to
the client a result satisfying the ask. The value of the result
to the client is defined in the price element of the accept
order. The [marginal] value to the producer is the
difference between the price and the cost of producing the
result.
Describing the behavior of a CSO and its CPS container
requires a set of performance measures. Comparing
behaviors of interacting CSO requires that performance
metrics be generalized and scalable, applicable to a
potentially wide range of services and underlying value
propositions.
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Figure 2 diagrams the internal governance structure of
CPS[n] and its Kn subordinate CSO services.
This
cybernetic model, based on work reported here [3],
considers a CPS an autonomous enterprise, self-governed
by one or more rational actors organized in a command
structure as shown. Governance structures may vary
according to regional, economic, political and social
customs, but if viable (sustainable, long term) they share
key operational characteristics.
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A CPS is composed of potentially many CSO, each offering
a specific service. Achieving a degree of optimal (e.g., cost
effective) performance requires that a CPS be governed by
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some form of management structure. It is customary (and
logical) to define the governance structure in terms of roles
and responsibilities of three primary executive actors1, here
labeled E5, E4 and E3.
E5 represents the highest
(Executive) level of authority; E4 (Navigator) provides
strategy, analysis and planning (i.e., navigation), and E3
(Operator) tends to operational (resource scheduling)
matters. Cyberphysical systems are necessarily proactive
and reactive entities, maintaining dynamic stability
(homeostasis) through supervisory (operational) controls
implemented in two juxtaposed and counter-balancing
feedback loops. They are expressed in Figure 2 as the
sympathetic (E3-E2-E1-E3) and parasympathetic (E3-E3*E0-E1-E3) circuits2. Individual CSO are governed through
tactical regulatory feedback control loops (E0-E2-E1-E0).
In a recursive fashion, each E1 actor (CSO Director)
represents the E5-E4-E3 command function accountable for
the next lower level of value production. E1 at level n in the
management command hierarchy is E5 at level n-1. Each
E0i actor ( Pni ) is a service-oriented CSO accessible through
a specific service access point (SAP).

Let the cyberspatial position of CSO[i] at time tk be given
by Pi (tk ) = {Gi , I i , Si }(tk ) 3.
The cyberspatial distance
between objects CSO[i] and CSO[j] is
d iC, j (tk ) =

diG, j (tk ) 2 + d iI, j (tk ) 2 + diS, j (tk ) 2

where diχ, j (tk ), for χ = {G , I , S } are distance metrics for each
of the three subordinate dimensions.

Figure 3 - Cyberspatial Coordinates
Cyberspace consolidates three historically and semantically
distinct coordinate systems. To allow them to form a proper
hyperspace {Gi , I i , Si } supported by a rationalized distance
metric we require a common unit of distance measure—a
cyberspatial measurement unit (cmu). Our solution is based
on the observation that in each dimension a coordinate may
be interpreted is an abstract address object. At both
indexing
levels,
address
objects
are
3-tuples:
{G,I,S}={{x,y,z},{g,s,a},{f,p,c}}.
Figure 2 - CPS Sociospatial Structure
CSO in a CPS may be stationary or mobile in each of the
three cyberspatial dimensions, independently or in unison.
If mobile, their velocities and accelerations may also vary in
each dimension. As shown in Figure 3, cyberspace is a nine
dimensional hypercube. By including time, our cyberspacetime model provides cyberspatial objects with 10 degrees of
freedom.

This approach rationalizes addresses by converting each 33-tuple to a standard integer format augmented with
domain-specific metadata (i.e., an XML schema), the details
of which are the subject of a future paper. The schema is
outlined in Figure 4. Each cyberspatial address component
(e.g., ServicePointAddress, “a” in {g,s,a}) is defined as a
64-bit integer4. Consequently, each 3-tuple defines the three
components of a 192-bit address object on which uniform
address arithmetic (supporting intra- and inter-space
distance metrics) may be performed.
Note that the geospatial elements of the schema (e.g.,
HexConeAddress, “x” in {x,y,z}) make reference to indexing
related to a Digital Earth Reference Model (DERM) [13].

1
Depending on the size and complexity of a CPS, one person (e.g.,
a lone pilot) may serve the combined E5, E4 and E3 function or
several people may serve in a team for each individual function.
2
The cybernetic model outlined here is based on principles of
operations in human neuroanatomical systems.
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“{…}” represents a list or vector of items and “{…}(t)” denotes
list elements that are functions of time.
4
A programming language-specific longword, C int64_t or Java
long in the range [0..264-1] or, if signed, [-263..263-1]
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With conversion from integer to floating point indexes, the
vector r G = {x, y , z} could as well be represented through
traditional geographic or projected coordinates (e.g., GIS
latitude, longitude and elevation).

Figure 4 - Cyberspatial Address Schema

A. Geospatial Dimension
Geospace provides a framework for identifying the physical
location of an object. The model involves geo-referencing
in the traditional form r G = {x, y , z}(t ) .
Let

circuits as geospatial addresses since we can map {x, y, z}
coordinate references to these more traditional forms of
physical address.

B. Infospatial Dimension
Infospace provides a framework, expanding on [12], in
which to identify the locations of an object’s service access
points (SAP), ports on the object through which it
communicates (transacts) with other objects about their
respective goods and services (i.e., value propositions). The
reference model is based on Internet Protocol version 6
(IPv6) [9, 10] in which a port address is given by a 3-tuple
I
r = {g , s, a}(tk ) , where g designates the global network
address (48 bits), s designates the sub-network address (16
bits) and a designates the sub-network’s particular service
access point (64 bits). Let
I

be the infospatial location of CSO[i]’s nth SAP at time tk.
We define the infospatial distance between access point n on
CSO[i] and access point m on CSO[j] at time tk as
I
d n, m (t ) =
i, j
k

G (t ) = ri (t ) = {x , y , z }(t )
i k
k
i i i k

be the earth-centered geospatial location of cyberspatial
object CSO[i] at time tk. This representation presumes that
time is measured uniformly along each axis. We postponse
discussion of relativistic effects (e.g., Lorentz
transformations) in situations when velocities of geospatial
particles (Gi) approach vacuum light speed. While this
situation is unlikely in both geospace and sociospace, it is
possible in infospace.
We define the geospatial distance between CSO[i] and
CSO[j] at time tk as
d G (t ) = G (t ) 2 + G (t ) 2
i, j k
i k
j k

Expanding yields the geospatial distance metric
dG =
i, j

Δ (t ) 2 + Δ (t ) 2 + Δz (t ) 2
x k
y k
k

2
2
2
Δ (t ) = x (t ) − x (t )
x k
i k
j k
2
2
2
Δ (t ) = y (t ) − y (t )
y k
i k
j k
Δz ( t ) 2 = z ( t ) 2 − z ( t ) 2
k
i k
j k

We note for both practical and historical reasons that
geospatial objects also have geo-referenced information
service access points, referred to as postal addresses and
land-line voice and video circuit (aka, last mile) addresses.
Through these physical addresses real mail, video and voice
are sent and received. Increasingly non-tangible goods
traffic is carried via infospatial circuits in the form of digital
voice, video and data (e.g., web content and email). We
include postal addresses and analog communications
© 2007 Meta Command Systems, Inc,
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(t ) = ri ,In (tk ) = {g , s , a }(t )
i, n k
i i i, n k

I

(t ) 2 + I
(t ) 2
i, n k
j, m k

Expanding yields the infospatial distance metric
I
d n, m (t ) =
i, j
k

Δg (t )2 + Δs (t )2 + Δa (t ) 2
k
k
k

Δg (t )2 = g n (t )2 − g m (t )2
k
i k
j k
Δs (t )2 = s n (t )2 − s m (t )2
k
i k
j k
Δa (t )2 = a n (t )2 − a m (t )2
k
i k
j k

C. Sociospatial Dimension
Sociospace is a framework for identifying the location of an
object with respect to its operational role within one or
more federations. As with the intra-CPS governance
structure of Figure 2, the inter-CPS operational structure
shown in Figure 5 is based on an enterprise model
developed in [2] in which the coordinates of a given
enterprise are specified as ri s (tk ) = { fi , pi , ci }(tk ) .
Value webs are 3D, with fi designating a specific federation,
pi designating the enterprise’s position along the
federation’s horizontal production axis and ci designating
the enterprise’s position along the federation’s vertical
command (accountability) axis.
The meaning of
sociospatial indices derive from interactions among
federated objects. The central enterprise object (CPSf,p,c)
serves multiple (here, f={1..4}) federations. Processes
coupled by the horizontal axis engage in peer-peer
production chains, often referred to as logistics or supply
chains. Processes coupled by the vertical axis engage in
superior-subordinate asset management (capital investments
and returns on those investments), often referred to as
accountability or management chains [of command].
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systems that are classified as real-time5. In cyberspace, time
is discrete and represented by incremental offsets from a
reference clock (e.g., Universal Coordinated Time, UTC),
with dt = tk − tk −1 the interval between successive time
stamps tk and tk-1. Our use of timestamps is consistent with
the syntax and semantics of the Network Time Protocol
(NTPv3, [7,8]) used almost universally throughout
infospace and by inference, geospace.
Clock
synchronization errors resulting from offset and oscillator
drift are important issues in cyberspace, especially for
objects that are mobile and rely on services offered by other
stationary or mobile objects and those associated with fast
physical processes. For extremely fast processes whose
velocities approach the vacuum speed of light, relativistic
effects (e.g., time dilation) may also be involved.
Figure 5 – CPS Sociospatial Structure
Let

n,m

Si

(t ) = { f , p , c
}(t )
k
i i, n i, m k

be the sociospatial location

of enterprise object CSO[i] at time tk. Within any single
federation f, a given member typically interacts with
multiple concurrent service providers (producers), clients
(consumers) and subordinates enterprises. The n and m
indices identify the location and role of a particular
neighbor, (n) on the producer-consumer axis and (m) on the
superior-subordinate axes. For practical and philosophical
reasons, as noted in the figure, our model assumes a single
superior within each federation. To simplify notation we
omit the n and m indices in the following discussion.
We define the sociospatial distance between CSO[i] at
location Si and CSO[j] at location Sj at time tk as
diS, j (tk ) = Si (tk )2 + S j (tk )2

Let Tˆi (e) be a logical clock that assigns a timestamp6 to the
occurrence of event e in CSO[i]. For a system of logical
clocks the following two conditions must hold to enforce
causal ordering: 1) If a and b are events in CSO[i] and a
happens before b, the Tˆi ( a ) < Tˆi (b) and 2) if a is the sending
of a message by CSO[i] and b is the receipt of that message
by CSO[j], then Tˆi (a ) < Tˆ j (b) . For cyberphysical systems,

Expanding yields the sociospatial distance metric
diS, j (tk ) = Δf (tk )2 + Δp (tk )2 + Δc(tk )2
Δf (tk )2 = fi (tk )2 − f j (tk )2
Δp(tk )2 = pi (tk )2 − p j (tk )2
Δc(tk )2 = ci (tk )2 − c j (tk )2

II TIME, CLOCKS & TIMELINESS
Our interest in the mechanics of interactions among
cyberspatial objects requires we clarify the notions of time
and the temporal properties of communications among
collaborating CSO.
Temporal properties include the
completion time semantics of the transactions, including the
meaning of time, the synchronization of distributed clocks
and the concept of timeliness.

A. Time and Clocks
Understanding the dynamics of cyberspatial objects requires
careful consideration of the general meaning of time, the
concept of timeliness and the special case of cyberphysical

© 2007 Meta Command Systems, Inc,
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In the descriptions to follow we assume that events unfold
sequentially in time and that for a given object, event a at
time ta precedes event b at time tb if ta < tb. This “happens
before” relation [5] establishes a partial ordering on events,
denoted a → b . Furthermore, the following conditions are
assumed to hold. (1) If a and b are events in the same object
(process), and a comes before b, then a → b ; (2) If a is the
sending of a message by one object and b is the receipt of
the same message by another object, then a → b . (3) If
a → b and b → c , then a → c . Two distinct events a and b
are said to be concurrent if a →
/ b and b →
/ a.

these two conditions require: 1) each CSO[i] must
increment its local clock Tˆi between any two successive
events and 2) each message issued by CSO[i] must contain a
timestamp tk equal to the time at which the message was
sent and where subsequent receipt of that message
timestamped tk, requires CSO[j] to advance its local clock
Tˆj to be later than tk.
To achieve and maintain synchronization of physical clocks
in cyberspatial objects, they must run at approximatetly the
same rate. For physical clock Ti (t ) , dTi (t ) / dt ≈ 1, ∀t . To be
synchronized with other clocks means Ti (t ) ≈ T j (t ), ∀i, j , t .
This requires two physical clock conditions to hold: 1)
∃ cons κ  1 s.t. ∀i : dTi (t ) / dt − 1 < κ
5

A system is real-time to the degree it meets its deadlines.

At this juncture, the timestamp assigned by Tˆi () has no relation
to physical (real) standard time.
6
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For 100MHz resonators, κ ≈ 10−7 , and 2) the offset error
( ∀i, j : Ti (t ) − T j (t ) < ε ), must be sufficiently small to
provide the required application precision, yet be within the
synchronization capabilities of NTP ( ±10-9 sec ). Figure 6
provides a space-time view of a causally ordered sequence
of events in three processes, with their physical clock “tick
lines” aligned and the offset error ε shown.

immediately, affixing its transmit timestamp Ti-1. This
return message arrives at the client at Ti, resulting in a return
delay of b = (Ti − Ti − 1 ) .
qi+d i/2

Ti-3
Time Client

q
Ti-2

P1

tk
tk-1

P2

p14

p26

p25
p13

tk-2

Time Server

P3
p35

p33

tk-3
tk-4

p22

p32

p11

p21

p31

Clock offset:
θi = (a + b) / 2 = ((Ti − 2 − Ti − 3 ) + (Ti − Ti −1 )) / 2

Roundtrip delay:

Figure 6 - Space-Time Diagram

B. Clock Synchronization
NTP is the protocol used for synchronizing a majority of
server7 clocks distributed throughout the Internet. Its basic
operation is client-server, where the time client sends an
NTP message to one or more time servers and processes the
replies it receives. It recognizes a hierarchy of strata
through which time synchronization messages may flow
from time servers with high resolution (cesium atomic)
clocks outwards through multiple levels of servers to
progressively remote client end-systems. This cascading
NTP client-server arrangement comprising up to 20 strata
incurs transport delays. Additionally, both client and server
internal clocks suffer drift due to electronic and mechanical
(thermal) conditions.
NTP accounts for these sources of error in the following
manner. With reference to Figure 7 and [7], the time client
issues a time synchronization request to one or more NTP
time servers, affixing to its request the timestamp Ti-3. That
message arrives at the server who affixes its arrival
timestamp Ti-2, resulting in an inbound trip time of
a = (Ti − 2 − Ti −3 ) . The server interchanges addresses and
ports in the request message header, overwrites certain
fields, recalculates the checksum and returns the message

7

The majority of clocks in the internet exist in client PCs whose
internal clocks are typically synchronized at most daily with direct
(i.e., non-NTP) requests to NTP-corrected time servers such as
NIST’s time.nist.gov and Microsoft’s time.windows.com.
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Ti-1-Ti

Information included in the NTP message is then used by
the time client to calculate the server’s time value with
respect to its own local time and to adjust its local clock
accordingly.
Additionally, the message includes
information to calculate the expected timekeeping accuracy
and reliability of the local clock, as well as to select the best
among possibly many NTP time servers. Thus, with
reference to Figure 7, NTP allows the client to calculate,
relative to the server,

tick lines

p12

Ti-2-Ti-3

Ti-1

Figure 7 - NTP Offset Errors

clock
error

p34

p24
p23

e

Ti

qi-d i/2

δ i = (a − b) = (Ti − 2 − Ti − 3 ) − (Ti − Ti −1 )
If θ (Figure 7) is the true offset between the peer clocks,
then it can be shown that offset errors θi = θ (Ti ) are
bounded by b ≤ θ ≤ a , or equivalently,
(θ − δ 2) ≤ θ ≤ (θ + δ 2)
i
i
i
i

The various arithmetic operations on 64-bit timestamps are
constructed to avoid overflow while preserving precision.
The only operation permitted on timestamps is subtraction,
which produces signed 64-bit timestamp differences from
68 years in the past to 68 years in the future. The offset
( θi ) and delay ( δ i ) calculations involve addition and
subtraction of timestamp differences. To avoid overflow,
these differences cannot exceed ≤34 years, a fundamental
limit of 64-bit integer arithmetic.
Following a synchronization message exchange, the current
time, as perceived by a time client relative to that of a time
server, is
T (t ) = T (t 0 ) + R (t − t 0 ) + 1 D(t − t 0 )2
2

Here t is the current time and T(t) is the time offset from the
last measurement update at t0. R (t − t0 ) is the frequency
offset and D(t − t0 ) is the clock drift due to resonator
ageing.
The NTP synchronization protocol estimates T(t0) and
R (t − t0 ) at regular intervals τ and adjusts the local clock
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by averaging the last eight samples (typically) to minimize
T(t) in the future. In common cases, T(t0) and R (t − t0 ) can
have systematic offsets of several hundred parts per million
(PPM) with random variations of several PPM due to
ambient temperature changes. If not corrected, the resulting
errors can accumulate to seconds per day. As a practical
matter, for nominal accuracies of tens of milliseconds, this
requires time clients to exchange messages with time
servers at intervals on the order of tens of minutes.

C. Timeliness
Synchronized physical clocks are necessary but not
sufficient for guaranteeing that cyberspatial systems can
provide services that are, in a measurable sense, timely with
respect to service-level commitments expected of their
federation (sociospatial) partners. Quality clocks do assist
in providing accurate timestamps and for supporting high
resolution scheduling of local resources, but in collaborative
arrangements among distributed agents, group (i.e., end-toend or transnode) timeliness requires additional facilities.
There is today no generally accepted (let alone,
standardized) mechanism to achieve end-to-end timeliness
in distributed systems, especially remote method
invocations (RMI) allowing two or more distributed CPS
processes (CSO) to rendezvous in cyberspace-time. There
is, however, a significant body of contemporary work
addressing the subject [4, 14], including a thread scheduling
paradigm realized in the non-distributed RealTime
Specification for Java (RTSJ) [16] and its dtstributable
thread (DT) successor introduced in the Distributed RealTime Specification for Java (DRTSJ) [1, 15].
The paradigm essentially states that when CSO[i] commits
to certain application-level timeliness properties, and
subseqeuntly in the course of its execution requires the
services of a remote CSO[j], it must transmit its expected
completion-time requirements (i.e., time constraints) along
with its service request as part of a distributable thread. In
accepting this thread invocation request, CSO[j] agrees to
make best effort to adjust its local scheduling policies (e.g.,
priorities and resource commitments) to meet CSO[i]’s
completion time requirements. CSO[j]’s mechanism for
scheduling threads must therefore involve optimality
conditions to balance the multitude of typically conflicting
requests. To do so, DRTSJ utilizes a utility accrual (UA)
scheduling mechanism, described in [6].
The DT paradigm depends on 1) the transmission of end-toend timeliness specifications along with service invocation
requests and 2) a means of adhering to these specifications
by recipients.
These parameterized specifications
effectively define an expected application-level quality of
service (AQoS) [4] explicitly or implicitly associated with
the service level agreement (SLA) defined in a server’s
published (discoverable) service profile.

form of a time-utility function (TUF). A TUF is a
parameterized expression describing the value of
completing the service request as a function of time, or in
the reverse direction, the time value of information returned
from the service request. TUF specifications are therefore
useful for describing liveliness properties of data contained
in a message, whether invocation orders or results. Message
contents thus take on a “valid_while” predicate within a
TUF-specified window. This is particularly useful in realtime applications where information quality may deteriorate
as a function of time or distance or both.
Completion-time specifications may be described by an
infinite number of possible time-value functions. For
example, Figure 8(a) describes a service request whose
completion time value is maximum at t1 (i.e.,
“immediately”), deteriorates linearly until t2, then goes to
zero thereafter. Figure 8(f) describes a service request
where as time progresses the completion time requirements
are described by a sequence of increasingly narrower and
higher value TUF specifications—indicative of phased and
increasingly critical processes. Figure 8(d) represents the
simplist to specify and easiest to implement TUF
specification—a step function or sequence of step functions.
Let u (t ) = {{t start , t end }, tuf (t )} be a utility specification
carried along a DT (i.e., within an RMI message payload)
specifying completion-time requirements for a given
service. u (t ) defines a quantum of service.
u (t ) = tuf (t ) for t start ≤ t ≤ t end
= 0 otherwise

Here tuf(t) is a piecewise continuously differentiable
function in the specified interval. A deadline (i.e., critical
completion-time requirement) is defined as
u max (@ t critical ) = Max[tuf (t ),{t start , t end }]
U3

(a)

(d)
U1

U1

t2

t1

t2

t1

t3

U3
U3

U2

U2

(b)

U1
t2

t3

t1

t4

t2

t3

t4

t5

U4
U3

U3

(c)

U2
U1
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In DRTSJ the means for describing completion-time
requirements for remote service invocations involves
CSO[i] providing CSO[j] with a service deadline in the
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Figure 8 - Time-Utility Functions (TUF)
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In summary, a service is deemed timely (i.e., real-time) to
the degree it is able to respond to client specified
completion-time requirements, requirements carried along
distributable threads in the form of time-utility functions.
Given the above temporal considerations, we may now in a
position to reason about the dynamics of objects whose
behaviors unfold in cyberspace-time.
III CYBERSPATIAL MECHANICS
As with celestial mechanics, we are interested in the
formation and evolution of objects (stars) and the
federations (galaxies) they form. Cyberspatial mechanics is
concerned with positions, velocities and accelerations of
objects relative an observer’s frame of reference. Figure 9
shows an object (at point Pi) at different points in
cyberspace, the first measured at time tk-1 followed by a
second at tk. The differential distance dC between these two
points involves translations in infospace (dI), geospace (dG)
and sociospace (dS), where the distance is given by
dC =

dG 2 + dI 2 + dS 2

Object Pi has moved distance dC in time dt = tk − tk − 1 with
a corresponding velocity dC / dt .

Figure 9 - Motion in Cyberspace
The meaning ascribed to motion along cyberspatial axes is
straightforward. Change in an object’s geospatial position
( dG > 0 ) implies it is in physical motion and its
geolocation has changed (e.g., a mobile phone, a satellite- or
ship-based service).
Change in infospatial position
( dI > 0 ) implies one or more of an object’s access points
has changed, either through acquiring new IPv6 addresses or
losing or acquiring new services available at specific access
points.
Change in an object’s sociospatial location
( dS > 0 ) implies an object’s operational (social)
relationship to other objects has changed due to a shared
(reentrant) service switching context, an object leaving or
joining a federation or changes in the object’s sociospatial
role. For a given CSO, changes in its three cyberspatial
coordinates may be uncorrelated, happening independently
at arbitrary times, or changes may happen in a coordinated
fashion within a given epoch.
Velocities (v) and accelerations (a) of cyberspatial objects
are described as usual.
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vic (t ) = Pic (t ) = dC / dt

c (t ) = d 2C / dt 2
aic (t ) = vic (t ) = P
i

Equivalently, component velocities and accelerations along
each axis are given by
viG (t ) = PiG (t ) = dG / dt ; aiG (t ) = viG (t ) = d 2G / dt 2
v I (t ) = P I (t ) = dI / dt ; a I (t ) = v I (t ) = d 2 I / dt 2
i

i

i

i

viS (t ) = Pi S (t ) = dS / dt ; aiS (t ) = viS (t ) = d 2 S / dt 2

From classical mechanics, Newton’s second law of motion
in geospace is F G = mG a G , where FG is the net force exerted
on an object with mass mG and acceleration aG. This
naturally leads us to question the meaning and implications
of infospatial ( F I = m I a I ) and sociospatial ( F S = m S a S )
analogs and their relation to a fuller development of
cyberspatial physics.
This line of enquiry awaits a
subsequent paper.
For this discussion we focus on
messages, the primary forces acting on cyberspatial systems.

A. Messages
In addition to the relative motion of cyberspatial objects, we
are interested in their communication patterns and, in
particular, the forces exerted by information in the form of
messages flowing among them. The notion of infospatial
force derives from the meaning (semantics) of a message: it
is defined here relative to the capabilities of a recipient and
the message’s ability to act as selector of behavior (goaldirected activity) from among a CSO’s states of conditional
readiness.
For cyberphyscial systems in particular,
messages flow through infospace to affect decisions at
rational endpoints in sociospace accountable for governing
states of geospatial processes.
Let mi, j (tk ) = {i, j ,η , p, tk } be a message containing a
payload p with n ≥ 1 service selectors sent from CSO[i] to
CSO[j] at time tk. Timestamp tk is the time of a “message
sent” event in the sender CSO[i]. The message payload
p = {{o , q , t , u }}, for r = 1..n contains one or more 4r r r r
tuples, each comprising an order or , a measure of the
quality8 qr of that order, a timestamp tr identifying when the
order was issued and a completion-time or data liveliness
specifications ur .
or is an order (possibly including goals, objectives, plans
and constraints) that acts as a selector of one of the
recipient’s available services. The meaning (semantics) of
an order is determined by sender and receiver in advance of
the message being sent. Typically, a service provider

8

We include a quality metric expressly for situations where
pedigree, validity, precision or accuracy of orders (selectors) may
be in question (e.g., a measurement provided by a sensor in need of
calibration whose identity has not been verified.)
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publishes its services and their invocation parameters in a
Service Directory.
qr is an indicator of the quality of an order or . Orders (i.e.,
information used to described them) may suffer from a
number of quality concerns, including lack of precision,
accuracy, pedigree (authenticity), liveliness (age and
history) and source (originator and route).
These
uncertainties, when quantified in a quality indication,
provide recipients with a means of invoking due diligence
activities prior to utilizing information in the order field.

tr is a timestamp declaring the time at which the order and
its associated quality metric were issued. In addition to
providing its age, the timestamp establishes causal ordering
(sequencing) of message payload elements. tr is the
timestamp of the “message sent” event, the time when a
client CSO first isued the order to the server CSO.
ur , as previously defined, contains the completion-time
specifications (including the time-utility function) for the
invocation request contained in or .
The timeliness

parameters contained in ur establish the service’s expected
contribution to the requestor’s value proposition.

B. End-To-End Considerations
Messages, once in transit, travel at the speed of the medium
(link) through which they propagate.
In infospace,
contemporary media offer link speeds ranging from 64
kilobits per second (~104 bps) on “last mile” digital voice
telecom circuits (DS0), 1-40 megabits per second (~107 bps)
on intermediate (DS1 through DS3) circuits, to 39.813
gigabits per second (~1010 bps) on OC-768 optical intermetro SONET circuits, and beyond.

Δt1 = Length[m sj ,i ] / υ j ,i ± ε seconds

where ε is the clock offset error between end points. In the
reverse direction, the transmission of service invocation
results takes
Δt5 = Length[mis, j ] / υi , j ± ε seconds

For {Δt1 , Δt5 }  ε clock error may be ignored. Total round
trip service time, from sending a request to receipt of its
returned results, takes Ti s =

∑

i =6
i =0

Δti seconds. In addition to

the on-the-wire transmission times, Ti s includes processing
time on both ends, the dominant (controllable) element
being the service time Δt3 , the focus of TUF specifactions.
Other times, {Δt0 , Δt6 }, {Δt2 , Δt4 } , represent the cost of OS
kernel scheduling and activation inherent in client and
server host machines, respectively.
Again, messages and the orders they contain are selectors of
behavior in recipients (servers). Typical of free market
dynamics, the value of a server’s timely response is
determined by clients in their selection of time-utility
functions accompanying their requests. Figure 11 diagrams
a generalized TUF that exhibits several client-specified
characteristics. For this example,
tuf@t_, issue_, start_, end_, umax_, crit_D := Piecewise@8
80, t < start<,
8umax H1 − Exp@−.1 Ht − startLDL, 0 ≤ t ≤ crit<,
8umax HExp@−.05 H t − critLDL, t > crit<,
80, t > end<
<D;

The deadline (tcritical) is defined at the point in time when the
utility of the request is maximized, u max = tuf (t critical ) = 1.0 .

Figure 11 – Example Time-Utility Function
Figure 10 - Service Timing
Referring to Figure 10, let υi , j and υ j ,i be the mean link
speed9 in bits per second (bps) of circuits connecting server
CSO[i] and client CSO[j]. The transmission of a service
invocation request from CSO[j] to CSO[i] takes
9

If up and down link speeds are the same at both ends, υi , j = υ j ,i .
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For this example (ref. Table 1) the area under the curve in
the interval [tstart, tcritical] is ~60 value-time units, and in the
tail interval [tcritical, tend] ~19 value-time units, giving a total
of ~79 value-time units. 75% of the value for this request
occurs prior to the deadline, within 70 seconds following
start at t=10. Value grows in value during 10 < t < 80
seconds at a rate of .75 val/sec and deteriorates at -.28
val/sec during 80 < t < 175 seconds. Late execution (i.e.,
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supporting DRTSJ distributable threads involves utility
accrual (UA) scheduling mechanisms [6].
TUF
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Figure 13 – Service Time-Utility Set
Having established a means of specifying temporal
properties of transactions (e.g., RMI) within applications,
we are left with defining how to measure overall
application-level performance in a CPS whose viability
depends on achieving certain value propositions—
propositions with real-time constraints. In short, we require
a set of AQoS metrics consistent with TUF specications.

C. Metrics
Cyberphysical systems are considered sovereign (rational)
objects whose sociospatial interactions demand an array of
services predicated on quantifiable value propositions.
Value propositions, when properly formed and executed, are
sufficient to sustain a CPS’s existence, establishing and
nurturing associated marketplaces (ecosystems) supporting
the exchange of goods and services. Achievement of
individual and group values requires monitoring of self and
group sociospatial, geospatial and infospatial operations by
each member. Furthermore, competitiveness within a given
ecosystem demands
continuous
improvement
of
effectiveness (e.g., efficiency) of value production
processes, individually within and collectively among
cooperating CPS. Such monitoring necessarily requires a
set of shared normalized and domain (federation) neutral
metrics—presumably defined and refined by the equivalent
of a cyberspatial bureau of standards.
We offer the following six performance indices, further
defined in [2], three primaries and three secondaries
(derived from the primaries) for each service offered by a
CSO:

Actuality

αis (t ) : a measure of throughput yield (mps)
presently achieved by service s in
CSO[i] given its current capability

Capability
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175

0.2

0

In a lightly loaded server a single service request poses little
difficulty. The challenge arises when a payload containing
several service requests arrives from a single client or
several requests arrive from different clients in close
proximity, all demanding responsive service. Figure 13
shows five such requests (TUFs), their relation to one
another in time and value and their respective deadlines over
a 200 second interval. As mentioned, a means of effectively
scheduling overlapping (competing) requests in a service

25

TUF

1

0

Figure 12 - TUF Specified Service Time

0

1

0.2

Concerning 1) and with reference to Figure 12, the clientspecified TUF profile ignores effects of the service epilog
period [t4, t6]. Except to note the time of issuance of the
service request, the profile also ignores details of the prolog
period [t0=tissue, t3]. Δt2 , Δt3 , and Δt4 are clearly server-side
matters, their specifications critical for a client to anticipate
and meet its overall performance objectives. Server-centric
TUF development require the client to factor in the design
both prolog and epilog timing consideration. This, in turn,
requires service providers to specify, to the statistical degree
possible, useful estimates of their Δt2 , Δt3 , and Δt4
processing times within their SLAs. These specifications
will necessarily qualify the success of the ask-bid-accept
trading cycle.

175

TUF

c−>e
19.3961
−0.277086

Given the timing profile introduced in Figure 10 and the
utility function in Figure 11, two issues present themselves:
1) the definition of the temporal scope of the TUF
specification and 2) assumptions sender and receiver must
make relative to their respective roles in achieving end-toend commitments.
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Table 1 – Ex. TUF Characteristics
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missing the deadline) is clearly of marginal value. To
achieve 95% of the maximum value requested, the service
scheduler should respond in the 40 < t < 80 second
execution window shown in the figure. The execution
window describes the period within which the server CSO[i]
should produce its response to client CSO[j]’s request. The
window therefore provides a bound to the service time Δt3 .

χis (t ) : a measure of throughput yield (mps)
of service s in CSO[i] possible given its
current level of resources
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Potential

π is (t ) : a measure of throughput yield (mps)
of service s in CSO[i] possible given its
maximum possible level of resources

Latency

λis (t ) ≡ χis (t ) / π is (t ) : a measure (%) of the
capacity latent in the potential of
service s in CSO[i]

Productivity

γ is (t ) ≡ αis (t ) / χis (t ) : a measure (%) of
utilization of the current capability of
service s in CSO[i]

Performance ψ is (t ) ≡ αis (t ) / π is (t ) = λis (t ) * γ is (t ) : a
measure (%) of utilization of the
potential of service s in CSO[i]

Figure 14 - CSO Service Model

The three primaries satisfy α is (t ) ≤ χ is (t ) ≤ π is (t ) mps.
For an example that ignores scripting and normalizes the
design potential of a given service to π = 1 (100%), suppose
its current (i.e., t = now() ) capability is χ (t ) = .5 mps (50%)
and its current measured actuality is α (t ) = .35 mps (35%).
The result is a productivity index of γ (t ) = .35 / .5 = .7 (70%),
a latency index of λ (t ) = .5 /1 = .5 (50%) and an overall
performance index of ψ (t ) = (.35) /(1.0) = (.7)(.5) = .35 (35%).
Armed with these six AQoS performance metrics, we are in
a position to discuss various dynamic properties of CSO and
their services.

D. CSO Service Dynamics
We require each CSO to be viable (i.e., self-sustaining).
Viability is achieved through provision of one or more
services deemed valuable to members of its ecosystem. As
discussed, we assume each cyberspatial object offers its
services through an infospatial service access point. A CSO
may also have “brick and mortar” service portals located in
geospace.
Services are invoked through messages
addressed the service access points, as diagrammed in
Figure 14 (ref. Figure 10 and Figure 12).
H

G

Let mis, j (t ) and mis, j (t ) be messages carrying service orders

The bidirectional partial and total message volume service s
in CSO[i] at time t is the sum of all inbound requests and
outbound responses11, respectively.
H
G
μis, j (t ) = mis, j (t ) + mis, j (t )
H
G
μis (t ) = ∑ j [mis, j (t ) + mis, j (t )]
The corresponding message rates, in mps, through service s
in CSO[i] at time t are, respectively,
H
G
μ is, j (t ) = d μis, j (t ) / dt = dmis, j (t ) / dt + dmis, j (t ) / dt
H
G
μ is (t ) = d μis (t ) / dt = ∑ j [dmis, j (t ) / dt + dmis, j (t ) / dt ]
Symmetry and lossless channels require that12
H
G
dmis, j (t ) / dt = dm sj ,i (t ) / dt
G
H
dmis, j (t ) / dt = dm sj ,i (t ) / dt
During the period [t0, t] the number of messages processed
by service s is
H
G
N is [t0 , t ] = ∫ t μis (t )dt = ∫ t ∑ j [mis, j (t ) + mis, j (t )]dt
t0
t0
Over the same period, the number of messages processed at
the two end-points is

(demands) from and responses to, respectively, clients
CSO[j] of service s in server CSO[i] at time t. It follows
H
G
that dmis, j (t ) / dt and dmis, j (t ) / dt are the corresponding
messaging rates, in messages per second (mps), into and out
H
G
of service s. 10 For lossless channels, mi , j (t ) = m j , i (t ) and
H
G
m j ,i (t ) = mi , j (t ) .

10

Henceforth, to simplify the notation without loss of generality
we drop the subscript “k” distinguishing a particular service sk .
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H
G
N is, j [t0 , t ] = ∫ t μis, j (t )dt = ∫ t mis, j (t )dt + ∫ t dmis, j (t )dt
t0
t0
t0
H
G
N sj ,i [t0 , t ] = ∫ t μ sj ,i (t )dt = ∫ t m sj ,i (t )dt + ∫ t dm sj ,i (t )dt
t0
t0
t0

We define the actuality metric (actual throughput, in mps)
for service s in CSO[i] as the message processing (i.e.,

11
We do not distinguish between meaningful and meaningless
(i.e., spam) messages, since both require some degree of
processing. If we did, spam would likely be recast as a noise
source.
12
An infospatial form of Kirchhoff’s Electrical Current Law
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service completion) rate in mps measured at its associated
service access point.

α is (t ) = μ is (t )
Similarly, the partial actuality metric (partial throughput, in
mps) for services s in CSO[i] with respect to requests from
CSO[j] is defined as

α is, j (t ) = μ is, j (t )
Definitions of capability and potential are somewhat less
intuitive. A given cyberspatial server13 (i.e., a platform or
host) may be capable of supporting multiple services, and
that server’s resources are assigned to services according to
policies parameterized by marginal utility, mean service
time, server load, criticality of service request (e.g., TUF
parameters), hardware platform capacity, availability, return
on capital investment, etc.

Let σ k (t ) be the fraction of server capacity available to
service sk (by policy) when the server is shared and running
with all other services, such that
∑ i σ i (t ) = 1, σ i (t ) ≥ 0 and ∑ i σ (t )i π i (t )κi = ωΓ

Given that the server’s maximum potential Γ is achieved at
ω = 1 , it follows that service sk achieves its maximum
potential of π k (t ) = ωΓ / σ k (t )κ k mps when running alone on
a dedicated server, with ω = σ (t ) = 1 . When running with
k

the other n-1 services, sk ' s capability is
s

s

s

χi k (t ) = σ i k (t )π i k (t )
= ωΓ / κ − [

∑

j = k −1
j =1

sj

σi

(t ) πi

sj

(t ) + ∑

j =n
j = k +1

sj

sj

σ i (t )π i (t )]

Let πˆ (t ) = Max(π i (t ), i = 1..n) be the potential of the service

Over its lifetime a server’s capacity may evolve through
installation of a progressively larger fraction, within design
limits, of its total hardware resources (processor, memory,
disk, network adapters, etc) 14. Services allowed to run on
that server will share its current capacity (i.e., its increasing
potential), a full hardware complement representing the
server’s full capacity. If that capacity were assigned to a
single service, the service would achieve its full potential
(relative to that server, at least). If, on the other hand, the
server’s full potential were allocated (by some allocation
policy) to all executable services, then each would have
some measurable capability, but still not achieve its
individual full potential on that server.

having the greatest capability and πˆi = (π i / πˆ ) ≤ 1, ∀i be the
resulting normalized potential of each service.

Let Γ be a server’s maximum potential measured in
instructions per second (ips)15 when configured with its full
complement of hardware resources. Let ωΓ be the server’s
capability (in ips) when operating at a fraction ( 0 < ω ≤ 1 ) of
its maximum potential. With reference to the service model
depicted in Figure 14, let π k (t ) be the maximum (potential)
service rate in messages per second (mps) for service sk at
access point sapk when running alone on the full potential
(i.e., dedicated) server.
Let κ k be the number of
instructions per message (ipm) required by service sk to

The normalized latency index for service s is

produce or react to a given message, with κ

= 1/ n

∑κ
n

1

i

the

average number of instructions per message for all n
concurrent services. The server is thus capable of an
average of ωΓ / κ messages per second (mps).

13

A cyberspatial server may be a small embedded or stand-alone
computational device, a network of such devices, a business unit,
corporate, civil or military agency, etc.
14
Alternatively, imagine servers being replaced periodically with
higher performance servers.
15
Measures of ips are typically specified in terms of performance
against “SPECint,” “SPECfp” etc. test suites.
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Then the normalized capability index for a service is
s

s

s

χˆ i k (t ) = σ i k (t )πˆi k (t )
= ωΓ / κ − [

∑

j = k −1
j =1

sj

σi

( t ) πˆi

sj

(t ) + ∑

j =n
j = k +1

sj

sj

σ i (t )πˆi (t )]

Again, for clarity and generality we drop the subscript k.
The normalized productivity index for service s is
s
s
s
s
γˆi (t ) = α i (t ) / χˆ i (t ) = μ i (t )

σ is (t )πˆis (t )

s
s
s
s
s
s
s
λˆi (t ) ≡ χˆ i (t ) / πˆ i (t ) = σ i (t )πˆ i (t ) πˆ i (t ) = σ i (t )

The normalized performance index for service s is
s
s
s
s
s
ψˆ i (t ) ≡ α i (t ) / πˆ i (t ) = μ i (t ) πˆ i (t )

By definition, these six performance indices are independent
of an object’s cyberspatial location. They are applicable,
intentionally, to any object (agent process, service)
regardless its sociospatial role {parent, child, producer,
consumer}. Consequently, the indices provide a scale-free
means (along both horizontal production and vertical
command axes) of comparing the performance of two or
more collaborating (or competing) enterprise objects.
IV SERVICE VALUE PROPOSITIONS
We conclude our introduction to cyberspatial mechanics
with a discussion of the value of a unit or quantum of
service. Value is an intrinsically sociospatial notion,
typically associated with the idea that the viability of a
system (CPS) depends on the degree its factories (CSO) are
profitable—able to produce products and services
Value
predicated on marketable value propositions.
propositions are predicates (cost-benefit constraints)
governing how factories convert payloads (orders), the raw
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material in messages, into results that are of utility to
clients. Value is in the proverbial “eye of the [consumer].”

di

demand in.... supply demand orders issued by clients of
a CSO

Cleary there are aspects of cost, especially capital assets that
are derived from a CPS’ geospatial and infospatial structure.
These are typically platform or hosting (factory) costs,
distinct from the value derived of services running on the
platform and costs typically depreciated over very long
periods with respect to length of service invocations. While
not insignificant, we leave this command axis investment
aspect of the discussion to economically oriented readers.

so

supply out.... supplies issued to clients of CSO in
response to their demand orders

Within a given federated ecosystem a cyberspatial system
offers one or more services. Recalling our discussion
related to Figure 5, a CPS communicates with its
neighboring objects in its ecosystem via service access
points. Each CPS has at least four SAP, one for each of
four principal operational roles it portrays. As shown in
Figure 15, it may operate as 1) a superior to other
subordinate CPS, 2) a producer (supplier) to other consumer
CPS, 3) a client (consumer) of other producer CPS or 4) a
subordinate to other superior CPS. A given CPS may play a
single role in only one federation or it may simultaneously
play different roles in multiple federations. Notions of
value are thus dependent on the role a CPS is playing at a
given time in a given federation.
a

Superior
a,c, p,
l, g, y

a

a,c, p,
l, g, y

do
si

di

CPS[i]

a,c, p,
l, g, y

do demand out.. supply orders issued by a CSO to its
suppliers
si

supply in...... supplies issued by producers in response
to CSO supply orders

As previously defined, one or more orders are carried
within the payload of a message, each order acting as a
selector of one of possibly many behaviors enabled by a
recepient’s (server’s) state of conditional readiness [11].
The value of an order is defined in terms of a sender’s
(client’s) expected benefits from a service invocation. The
client is therefore responsible for encoding its value
proposition in TUF parameters defining the order.
As diagrammed in Figure 16 and predicated on our
cybernetic governance structure (Figure 2), a given CPS
operates two complementary and concurrent sets of
services, one dedicated to providing services to superiors
and subordinates along the vertical asset chain (CSOa) and
one dedicated to serving consumers and producers along the
horizontal production chain (CSOp). The performance of
CSOa is characterized by { α ip (t ), χ ip (t ), π ip (t ) } and CSOp by
{ α ia (t ), χ ia (t ), π ia (t ) }. These CSO are necessarily coupled to
achieve balance (homeostasis) among competing demands
flowing through the CPS. Their coupling is both direct
(CSOa to CSOp), as diagrammed, and indirect through the
CPS command structure.

a

so

a,c, p,
l, g, y

Subordinate
a

Figure 15 – CPS[i] Service Interfaces

Operational roles are defined by a set of services and
associated protocols specific to a given interface.
Superior:
ai

assets in........demand orders and accompanying assets
issued by a superior to its subordinate
CSO

ro

returns out....results returned by a subordinate CSO to
its superior in response to demand orders
and asset allocations

Subordinate:
ao assets out......demand orders and accompanying assets
issued by a CSO to its subordinates
ri

Producer:

returns in......results returned by subordinates related to
CSO demand orders and asset allocations

Regulatory control of a service, the E0-E2-E1-E0 loop, is
part of a larger autonomic control system (ACS), the
cyberphysical analog of the human autonomic nervous
system (ANS). The ACS provides supervisory control
through a CPS reflex arc comprising sympathetic (efferent,
E3-E1-E2-E3) and parasympathetic (afferent, E3-E3*-E0E1-E3) pathways.
The production axis supports communications among
producers and consumers in regulating flows of goods and
services in the supply chain. Figure 17 diagrams two
concurrent supply chain value production cycles under
regulatory control and influenced by thread scheduling
parameters. In Figure 17(a) a message carrying a client
order arrives at the di service point. The request enters
CSOp, goes into production and ends with results returned to
the client through service point so. In a complementary
fashion, Figure 17(b) shows CSOp issuing a supply order
from its do service point following execution of a production
loop that presumably hits an inventory reorder point. The
supply order is followed by receipt of supplies (results) at its
si service point. Similar scenarios take place in CSOa on
behalf of command chain tasking and asset request orders.

Consumer:
© 2007 Meta Command Systems, Inc,
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Figure 16 – CPS[i] Governance Structure

Figure 18 – CPS[i] Regulatory & Supervisory Control

Coordinating demands on these four service access points
requires proactive and reactive supervisory control. Figure
18 shows a supervisory control cycle attempting to
synchronize the four concurrent threads arising from a
subordinate via CSOa and a client via CSOp. In the situation
depicted in Figure 18, CPS[i] may be in the process of
“outsourcing” a client’s supply chain service order to a
subordinate (asset chain) factory. Interactions between
supply and asset chains are varied, but their real-time
coordination requirements are quite common.

The effectiveness of CPS governance is measured by
externally and internally visible metrics. Externally (ref.
Figure 15), clients can see the level of service they receive
by measuring their partial actuality α is, j (t ) = μ is, j (t ) . Unless
they all get together and compare their partial actualities,
they cannot discern CPS[i]’s total actuality α is (t ) = μ is (t )
nor assess its internal capability, potential, latency,
productivity and performance indices, unless CPS[i] choses
to publish its performance indices to federation affiliates.
We defined v(or , t ) = tuf r (t ) to be the value of an order at
time t , as defined by the client.
Let v (or ) be the mean value (utility) of an order,
t end

v (or ) 

1
∫ tuf r (τ )dτ
− trstart ) t start

(trend

Let vˆ(or ) be the maximum value of an order,
vˆ(or )  Max[tuf r (t ),{t start ≤ t ≤ t end }]

Let v (or ) be the actual value achieved by a server in
completing an order.
t

v (or ) 

Figure 17 – CPS[i] Value Production Cycles
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start
end
∫ tuf r (τ )dτ , t ≤ t ≤ t
(t − trstart ) t start

Let Cis (or , t ) be the expected cost in server CSO[i] for
execution of order or issued at time t ,
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Cis (or , t )  k s v (or ) +

kl

(t

start

− t)

• A definition of cyberspace

, for t < t start

Where ks is the unitless pricing ( k s > 1 ) or discount
( 0 ≤ k s ≤ 1 ) strategy and kl (in dollar-seconds) is a penalty
for clients issuing orders with short lead times
( Δt lead = t start − t ).
Let Cˆ is (or , t ) be the cost in the server for achieving the
client’s maximum utility vˆ(or ) of an order issued at time t .
Cˆis (or , t ) ≥ Cis (or , t )

Let M is (t ) be the margin (fee) charged by the server for
completing an order issued at time t .

χ is (t )
v (or ) − v (or )
+k
vˆ(or )
π is (t ) v

latent potential to execute new orders and kv is the weight
given to the server’s success in achieving the client’s
maximum utility. In this model, the cost to the client is
based on the mean value v (or ) , while the marginal
incentive in the server is to exceed the mean value.
Achieving less than the mean results in the margin being
negative and, therefore, reduces the cost to the client.
execution of order or issued at time t is, therefore,

• The cost-performance basis for expressing CSO value
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Above the mean the server gains additional revenue; below
the mean the client gets a discount. In the case (ref. Figure
13) where a server is faced with executing several orders
whose maxima are all clustered around the same deadline,
the margin calculation provides a strong bias. Server
CSO[i]’s goal, simply stated, is to maximize the
productivity ( γ is (t ) ) of its assets and its margin ( M is (t ) )
while minimizing the cost ( Cis (or , t ) ) of its service.
V SUMMARY
In this introduction to cyberspatial mechanics we have
presented several elements of a general theory of
cyberspatial systems, including:
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